HULET'S HEAD OFFICE was the first of the Late Modernist corporate headquarters. It was designed for a sugar company that wanted to consolidate its various subsidiaries into one working space. To do so it isolated itself in the rolling landscape north of Durban, in a building which sits much like a 'temple in the cane fields'. Entered on the diagonal, architect Hans Hallen's concept had a double-volume core of open-plan office space surrounded by a mantle of rooms for executives on both floors. The whole was enveloped in a curtain wall with continuous battered base of precast reinforced concrete elements and a projecting inverted half-round cornice of aluminium as a sun-control element.
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The brief called for a gallery and workshops on an inclined, trapezoidal site located between two roads and an Edwardian villa. The final design was the result of a public competition. This is a simple yet powerful design, executed in minimalist finishes, appropriate for the locale and invigorating for the various users of the building.
During the politically turbulent 1980s and the accompanying emergency legislation, the architecture of off-shutter, reinforced concrete fell from favour. It was replaced with hi-tech pristine glass curtain walls, shimmering and glistening, perhaps with hope for the future.

However, the organisations whose buildings employed this kind of exterior were also leaving the city centre for greener pastures. Corporate buildings that desired an image of professionalism and functionality were assisted in their leafy, decentralised settings by reflective glass that minimised the effects of the heat and bright light in summer. Warehouses followed in their wake, relocating, for the most part, to industrial parks outside the city.

At the same time, the energy crisis and inflation forced a reappraisal of historical buildings for adaptive reuse. Central Durban responded by recycling the Victorian railway station and its workshops into a shopping centre.

Political change had to occur, and a few progressive individuals made courageous moves towards bringing it about in architectural terms. The establishment of a learning institution at Umlazi township, south of Durban, was an example of this.

Key among these progressive local architects was Hans Hallen, who sadly emigrated from South Africa in 1989, just as democracy was within touching distance. But the standards he set for design and construction remain benchmarks for emulation.